
How to set Part Activity conditions

How to set the Sample Alignment (Powder, Bulk) Part Activity conditions is described.

Setting conditions

Set the basic conditions in the Sample Alignment (Powder, Bulk) panel.

The slit conditions and scan conditions upon the alignment will be set automatically according to 

the conditions set in this panel. The silt conditions and scan conditions can be customized as 

well. 

[Attachment and sample plate]

Select the attachment or sample plate to use.

[No height alignment]



Select this option button to mount the sample without performing sample alignment.

[Change offset without alignment]

Select this option button to set the optics offset value of ω axis as the value which takes 

into account the adjustment value of currently set optics and the offset value of the 

mounted attachment. The Z axis will be moved to the reference position (without alignment 

performed).

Tip: The property of currently set optics, alignment position of each axis, and also the reference 

position of Z axis and offset value of ω axis for each attachment can be confirmed in the Optics 

management panel. For details, refer to Optics management in SmartLab Studio II User Manual.

[Curved sample (Z scan only)]

Select this option button to perform sample alignment by Z scan.

[Flat sample]

Select this option button to perform sample alignment by Z scan and ω scan.

[Sample height, mm]

When Curved sample (Z scan only) or Flat sample is selected, enter the sample height.

[Sample thickness, mm]

When Curved sample (Z scan only) or Flat sample is selected, enter the sample 

thickness.

Tip: The sample height and thickness cannot be set if it does not rely on the alignment condition.

Tip: The sample thickness, and sample height refer to the dimentions (unit: mm) of the sample in the 

directions shown below. 



[Run recommended sequence]

Select this option button to perform sample alignment under the recommended conditions.

[Customize conditions]

Select this option button to perform sample alignment under conditions set by the user.

[Customize]

When Customize conditions is selected, click Customize and set the slit conditions and 

scan conditions.

Customizing slit conditions and scan conditions

Tip: The duration of sample alignment is about ten minutes.

[Put a sample every time]

If the sample is mounted (or changed) every time in the sample alignment, check the Put a 

sample every time box. If the sample alignment performed using the currently-mounted 

sample, uncheck the Put a sample every time box.

[Execute]

Execute the sample alignment under the conditions specified in the sample alignment 

dialog box.

[OK]

Sets the conditions and closes the dialog box.

[Cancel]

Does not set the conditions and closes the dialog box.

Customizing slit conditions and scan conditions

To customize slit conditions and scan conditions in sample alignment, set the conditions in the 

Customize – Sample Alignment (Powder, Bulk) dialog box.



Tip: Set the slit conditions and scan conditions while referring to the flow of alignment.



[Attachment and sample plate]

Select the attachment or sample plate to use.

[Change offset without alignment]

Select this option button to set the optics offset value of ω axis as the value which takes 

into account the adjustment value of currently set optics and the offset value of the 

mounted attachment. The Z axis will be moved to the reference position (without alignment 

performed).

Tip: The property of currently set optics, alignment position of each axis, and also the reference 

position of Z axis and offset value of ω axis for each attachment can be confirmed in the Optics 

management panel. For details, refer to Optics management in SmartLab Studio II User Manual.

[Curved sample (Z scan only)]

Select this option button to perform sample alignment by Z scan.

[Flat sample]

Select this option button to perform sample alignment by Z scan and ω scan.

[Sample height, mm]

When Curved sample (Z scan only) or Flat sample is selected, enter the sample height.

[Sample thickness, mm]

When Curved sample (Z scan only) or Flat sample is selected, enter the sample 

thickness.

Tip: The sample thickness cannot be set if it does not rely on the alignment condition.

Tip: The sample thickness, and sample height refer to the dimentions (unit: mm) of the sample in the 

directions shown below. 



[Manual exchange slit conditions]

Enter the start position of the first Z scan in absolute value.

[Length limiting slit]

Select the length limiting slit to use.

[Start, mm]

Enter the start position of the first Z scan in absolute value.

[Stop, mm]

Enter the stop position of the first Z scan in absolute value.

[Step, mm]

Enter the step width of the first Z scan.

[Speed, mm/min]

Enter the speed of the first Z scan.

[Start, °]

Enter the start angle of the first ω scan in absolute value.

[Stop, °]

Enter the stop angle of the first ω scan in absolute value.

[Step, °]



Enter the step width of the first ω scan.

[Speed, °/min]

Enter the speed of the first ω scan.

[Start, mm]

Enter the start position of the second and third (last) Z scan in relative value from the 

alignment position determined after the previous Z scan is completed.

[Stop, mm]

Enter the stop position of the second and third (last) Z scan in relative value from the 

alignment position determined after the previous Z scan is completed.

[Step, mm]

Enter the step width of the second and third (last) Z scan.

[Speed, mm/min]

Enter the speed of second and third (last) Z scan.

[Peak position ±]

The scan range of the second (last) ω scan is determined from the peak position and 

FWHM determined after the first ω scan is completed. Select a multiplier from 1.0, 1.5, 2.0, 

3.0, or 5.0, where the scan range is the product of FWHM and the multiplier.

[Step, °]

Enter the step width of the second (last) ω scan.

[Speed, °/min]



Enter the speed of the second (last) ω scan.

[Set recommended values]

Click this button to set the recommended values of each item in Length-limiting slit, 

Direct beam half cut measurement conditions (first) and Direct beam half cut 

measurement conditions.

The recommended values differ depending on Attachment and sample plate, Sample 

height, mm, Sample thickness, mm and the type of height reference sample plate.

[OK]

Sets the conditions and closes the dialog box.

[Cancel]

Does not set the conditions and closes the dialog box.

Sample alignment sequence

The sample alignment is performed automatically. However, samples and Soller slit, etc. must be 

installed (or removed) manually as instructed by messages displayed on the screen.

Described below is the sample alignment sequence when Flat sample is selected in Sample 

alignment conditions using the standard optics and D/teX Ultra 250 as the detector.

1. Place the attachment, height reference sample plate, sample plate and the sample as 

instructed by the messages displayed on the screen.

2. Drive the ω axis to the alignment position for the currently set optics.

Adjust each slit width as shown in the figure and table. 



Selection slit Receiving optics Incident slit Receiving slit #2

BB Slit 0.1 mm 0.225 mm

PB

Slit 0.1 mm 0.225 mm

PSA 0.1 mm 19.2 mm

Crystal analyzer 0.1 mm 0.975 mm

3. Set the resolution mode of detector to standard. When BB is set as the selection slit, set 

the counting mode of detector to integral. 

4. Scan the Z axis (vertical axis of sample stage) and drive the Z axis to the position where 

the intensity of direct beam becomes half. 

5. Scan the ω axis and drive the ω axis to peak position. 



6. Repeat steps 4 and 5. 

7. Lastly, scan the Z axis and drive the Z axis to the position where the intensity of direct 

beam becomes half. 

8. The position of ω axis determined in step 6 is the position where the direct beam and the 

sample becomes parallel. Set the optics offset value of ω axis so this position will become 

0°. The position of Z axis determined in step 7 is the half cut alignment position of the 

sample for the X-ray beam. 

9. Return the resolution mode and counting mode of the detector.


